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The Physics Of Music And
Who needs a book on math’s and the nervous system’s roles in music? Some of the questions that will introduce ... how waves produce the wide world of different sounds and the physics underlying noise ...
Music, Math, and Mind: The Physics and Neuroscience of Music
How might a musician use math to come up with new ideas? Music, Math, and Mind by David Sulzer, a professor in the Departments of Psychiatry, Neurology, and Pharmacology at Columbia University Irving ...
A New Book Explores the Connections Between Music, Physics, and Neuroscience
Musical instruments bring delight to players and listeners alike. Creating the voice—or characteristic style and tone—of an instrument is an exquisite balance of physics and craftsmanship. To date, ...
Researchers measure and synthesize the musical acoustics of a 5-string banjo
During that time period, she’s delivered nothing short of some of the most powerful music I’ve heard in my life. Hersh has also added successful author to her list of accomplishments, with her 2010 ...
Alt-rock pioneer returns with ‘A Memoir of Music and Motherhood’
Amon Tobin has been making futuristic-sounding music for over two decades. And his output has been prolific. Perhaps more amazing is that he’s excelled in every genre he’s turned his hand to – from ...
Video Exclusive: Amon Tobin on his high-end monitoring, distortion and ISAM’s legacy
As humans, we have a lot to deal with every day. From friends to family, jobs, work, school and so much more, we're constantly under a lot of pressure. Sometimes, that pressure builds up. When it does ...
People Share The Most Satisfying "I Don't Give A Darn" Acts They've Ever Witnessed
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center research laboratory delivered a sea shanty about heliophysics and the solar wind set to the classic song The Wellerman. The video features a group of socially ...
Hear NASA's sea shanty about heliophysics and the solar wind
Dr. Heino Falcke led an international team of astronomers on an epic quest to capture images of a black hole. Light in the Darkness is a meditation on those efforts, exploring the nature of black ...
Hitting the Books: The 'symphony' of Fourier transformations that first imaged a black hole
TESLA has shared rare footage of its hulking Cybertruck patrolling the streets of New York City. The footage posted to Twitter on Saturday shows the electric pickup rolling past Radio City Music ...
Elon Musk’s Tesla Cybertruck spotted in ultra-rare footage on NYC streets ‘breaking the law’
A Diagnostic Test Study of Characteristic Sound Waves in the Middle and Third Trimester of Pregnancy Women - Full Text View.
A Diagnostic Test Study of Characteristic Sound Waves in the Middle and Third Trimester of Pregnancy Women
The new Springer book, The Cinema in Flux, by lifetime innovator Lenny Lipton, explores the history of cinema technology by upending the conception that the medium began at the end of the 19th century ...
Cinema in Flux | The Evolution of Motion Picture Technology
Actress/director Soleil Moon Frye and singer songwriter/producer Linda Perry talk about the art of collaboration and the role of music in the new Peacock reboot of the hit 80s sitcom 'Punky Brewster' ...
Linda Perry And Soleil Moon Frye On Role Of Music In ‘Punky Brewster’ Reboot, ‘Kid 90’ Documentary
She's been one of the most successful and most watched musicians since the age of 14, when her song "Ocean Eyes" exploded on Soundcloud. In the five years since then, Eilish has been touted as a"body ...
Billie Eilish and the Importance of'Your Power'
Just under a year ago, as protests gripped the U.S. and the music industry took a “Blackout Tuesday” to examine its policies and attitudes toward race, Sony Music Group announced the launch of a ...
Sony Music Will Donate to 90 New Organizations From Its Global Social Justice Fund
The Sri Lanka Technological Campus (SLTC), recently concluded its Research and Innovation Awards Night – RaIN 2021 – to felicitate achievers who have won international and national recognition for ...
SLTC holds Research and Innovation Awards Ceremony ( RaIN 2021)
New data sent back from Nasa’s Voyager 1 probe shows that interstellar space hums with a sound like gentle rain ...
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Sound of space: interstellar mission reveals previously undetected background noise
The day the music died…’ So go the lyrics of Don McLean’s “American Pie”. Would an ancient song of lamentation or Mozart’s Requiem in D minor be more appropriate to the announcement that amongst all ...
The day the music died: Laurentian closing its music department
Michale Fee has been named head of the MIT Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences by School of Science Dean Nergis Mavalvala.
Michale Fee appointed head of the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences
With 75 years of performance behind him, mridangam maestro Umayalpuram Sivaraman’s zest is still as high as it was when he started playing at the age of five ...
Umayalpuram Sivaraman: ‘I have not even touched the tip of the iceberg’
I’m sad to say I wasn’t impressed with “The Falcon and the Winter Soldier.” The middle child of Marvel Studios’ first blatantly canon foray into streaming just didn’t meet the standards they’ve set ...
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